Alterations in human lymphocyte DNA caused by sulfur mustard can be mitigated by selective inhibitors of poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase.
Changes in genomic DNA caused by exposure to the cytotoxic alkylating agent, 2,2'-dichlorodiethyl sulfide (sulfur mustard; HD), alone or in combination with selective inhibitors of poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP), were analyzed as a function of HD concentration and post-exposure time. Preparations of human peripheral blood lymphocytes were exposed to HD (1x10(-8) M-1x10(-3) M), and incubated at 37 degrees C for 0-24 h. Total genomic DNA was extracted from these cells and compared with DNA from control cells of the same donor using agarose gel electrophoresis. The effects of HD on genomic DNA depended on the HD concentration and the length of the post-exposure time interval. DNA fragmentation was detected as early as 2 h after exposure to 3x10(-4) M HD, or at 24 h after exposure to 6x10(-6) M HD. The qualitative DNA pattern, as well as the extent of DNA fragmentation, changed with post-exposure time. Exposure to HD caused a time-dependent shift in the DNA cleavage pattern from an oligonucleosome-sized 'DNA ladder' characteristic of apoptotic cell death, to a 'broad band' pattern characteristic of necrotic cell death. DNA fragmentation was not observed if cells were killed with heat or with Lewisite. Treatment of cells with selective PARP inhibitors consistently altered the DNA fragmentation caused by HD exposure. The inhibitors arrested DNA fragmentation at the DNA ladder stage. This effect only was observed if the PARP inhibitors were applied within 8 h of HD exposure. We conclude that early inhibition of PARP activity can induce a switch in the mechanism of cell death caused by HD. Such a switch may be useful therapeutically to convert a lytic, pro-inflammatory cell death that includes the disintegration of dying cells (necrosis), into a slower, programmed cell death that includes absorption of dying cells (apoptosis).